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1. PROGRESS

1.1 Objectives

1.1.1 Overall Objective

To provide a standard methodology for analysing river flow in relation to fisheries'
requirements in order to support development of River Flow Objectives.

1.1.2 Specific Objectives

To review the current literature and knowledge concerning the relationship between
river and upper estuary flows and fish migration (including an appraisal of
unpublished work within the Environment Agency and its predecessor the NRA).

To review existing literature and knowledge on the relationship between river flow,
migratory and coarse fish stocks and potential for angling success. The literature
should be reviewed to provide an understanding of the mechanisms by which flow
can affect survival and reproduction.

To review representative data from existing fish passes in the UK in relation to
flows

To develop a standard methodology for statistical data analysis for relating flows to
migration and to catch statistics taking into account existing methodologies,
drawing on data from specific fish counters, various catch return statistics and flow
gauges.

To define flow needs (by species/lifestage/river type grouping) as far as practicable
from existing data.

To identify gaps in knowledge and to provide proposals to address these gaps in the
form of a programme of work with indications of cost and duration.

1.2 Review of scientific literature

The scientificliterature has been reviewed and a draft review is included as part of this
progress report. The review covers three aspects:

The relationship between river flow and fish migration

The relationship between river flow and spawning and stock levels

The relationship between river flow and fish catches



1.3 Reviewof EnvironmentAgencydata and methodologies

Excluding fish pass and counter data (see section 1.4), positive responses to the initial letter sent to
all Area Offices have been received from 17 Agency staff Of these 7 state that they had nothing of
any value, 7 sent some information or reports and 3 state that they have large amounts of
information that may or may not be relevant, but that it is too much to send in the post. Two
offices have been visited, in Thames and Southern Region and in one of these cases reports that
were promised have not yet materialised. All the information received to date has been collated on
an ACCESS data base.

It is likely that there is not much more information that is directly relevant to this project, but having
identified 150 separate Agency fisheries staff we need to continue our enquiries to make sure that is
the case.

1.4 Reviewof representative data from existingfish passesin the UK

A copy of R&D note 110 'Fish Pass Design and Evaluation' has now been obtained. There was a
delay in getting access to this document despite repeated requests to Environment Agency HQ at
Bristol. However, from reading the report it is apparent that the Regions that have most fish
counters, Southern, North West and South West did not respond to the questionnaire sent as part
of that study and information from these Regions is not documented in R&D note 110. A letter has
been sent to Dr Miran Aprahamian asking for help in ident4ing which counters have sufficient data
to relate fish passage to flows.
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2. REVIEW OF FLOW NEEDS FOR FISH AND FISHERIES

2.1 Relationshipbetweenriver flowsand fish migration

2.1.1 Introduction

The factors that control the movement of migratory fish are important to fishery managers. In
particular,salmonSalmo salar and sea trout Salmo tnata stocks are dependent on the abilityof the
adults to move from the sea through estuaries and up. natal rivers (Milner, 1989) to reach their
spawninggrounds at the correct time and with sufficientreserves to complete the act of spawning
(Bjornn and Reiser, 1991). Thus stream discharge, temperature and water quality have to be at
acceptablelevelsfor at least part of their migratoryperiod.

Native salmonids usually have enough flexibilityin their migration, maturation and spawning
schedulesto survive natural fluctuations in flow (Bjornn and Reiser, 1991), but with the natural
flows of rivers being increasinglychanged and manipulated for water resource purposes it has
becomeincreasinglyimportantto understand the migrationprocess (Milner, 1989) and its response
to flow.

2.1.2 Methods of relating salmon migration rates to flow

Many of the methods for recording salmonidmigrationare complementaryand are usuallyselected
for theirattributesregarding objectives,location,time and resources. The method used to measure
salmonidmigrationis important in interpretingthe impacts of flow, since migration and flow may
be measuredindependently. Whilst salmon may be observed migrating by some method it is not
alwayscertainwhat flow event actuallyinitiatedthe migration.

Additionally,methods that count salmon at the site of traps or weirs may bias results because
movementmay be influencedby the presenceof the obstruction (Hellawell, 1970.

Milner(1989) lists the methodsused under fiveheadings:

visualobservation
sonar surveys
the use of fisherystatistics
fishcounters and
fish tracking.

Direct observation tends to be limited to behaviouralstudies from the bankside or good viewing
points(e.g. Webb and Hawkins, 1988), althoughvideo footage is used to study passage over weirs
or to verifycounts through counters. Milner (1989) states that sonar surveys have apparently not
been used much in UK fresh water and there are no other reported studies using this method since
then

Catch statistics are widely collected and provide valuable information for assessing the fishery
responseto changes in flow. These are generallyregarded as acceptable indices of stock that has
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recentlyentered the river and this is corroborated by studies using tracking data (Milner, 1989).
However, without knowing the availabilityof stock in the estuary and river and because of the
varying catchabilityof stock with the length of time the salmon are in the river they may not
accuratelyreflectthe movementof salmonwith flow.

Resistivitycountersare now installedin several rivers and river types. These have the advantage of
recording data automaticallyand all year round. Over the period of a year the whole count of
salmonfor any river can be accounted for over a wide range of flows (Milner, 1989). Although
staff costs are cheap per salmon observed, installationcosts can be high. There is an inabilityto
distinguishbetween fish species, in particular between salmon and sea trout where there is an
overlap of sizes. This problem can be partiallyovercome by the use of video cameras, provided
visibilityis acceptable.

In relating actual counts to the influenceof flow on migration, the same problem that applied to
catch statisticsappliesto remote counters. That is, there is no indicationof fishavailabilityand it is
hard to assign any flow to the initiation of migration. The use of two counters would allow
operators to account for salmon between them and help provide availabilitydata for the higher
counter (Milner, 1989).

In recent years the use of telemetrictags have dramaticallyimproved the study of fish movements
of individualfish (McCleave, Power and Rommel, 1978). Data accumulation is much slower
because of the smallsamplesizes that are typical of tracking studies and the inherentvariabilityof
fish behaviour requires a large number of relatively labour intensive observations before
relationshipsbetween fish movement and flow can be determined. However, the initiation of
migrationcan be assignedto particularflows for individualfishaccurately. This is because tagged
fishcan be locatedpreciselyand observedcontinuously.

Fixed receiving stations can monitor fish movements past them and some tags are capable of
recordingactivity,such as tail beat frequency,physiologicalcondition,such as respirationand heart
rates as well as the environmentalconditions outside the fish, such as salinity and hydrostatic
pressure. Acoustic transmitters are used in salt water and radio transmitters in freshwater,
althoughcombinationtags and transmittingsystemsare available(e.g. Solomonand Potter, 1988)

2.1.3 Units of measure

Bjornn and Reiser (1991) have reviewed some of the techniques for estimatingflow requirements
for upstream migratingsalmonids. It would be helpful if all studies which discuss flows at which
salmonidmigration is initiated provided the same informationwith regard to flow. Apart from
information on absolute flows at which migration took place this should include the flow
characteristicsof the river itself This would allow absolute flows to be related to benchmark type
flows such as average daily flows (e.g. Baxter, 1961), daily or monthly mean discharges
(e.g. Smith,Smithand Armstrong, 1994)percentage exceedanceflows or dischargeper unit width
of river (e.g. Stewart, 1969, 1973and 1975).

For example,Baxter (1961) set out to establishthe minimumresidualflows for migratoryfish and
to correlate these with the incidenceand duration of natural flow, by studyingthe flow records of
15rivers, includingthe River Severn. As a common measure between rivershe used average daily
flow and proportions of flow to this figure, arguing that absolute values of flow are meaningless
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when comparing runs of fish between rivers. Thus flows close to average daily flow are equivalent
to a minor spate and flows which are 1/8 of a.d.f are dry weather conditions. However the
relationship between a.d.f and other flows varies with size of river, so that recession in the amount
of river bed covered by water occurs at about 1/2 a.d.f in small streams but does not occur until
1/8 a.d.f in large rivers.

Whilst recommending the use of freshets for inducing salmonid migration, in streams with only
residual flow, Baxter (1961) went on to describe general rules for the magnitude of these
temporary increases in flow. He estimated that salmon would ascend most rivers in flows varying
from 30-50% of a.d.f in the lower and middle reaches of rivers and at 70% of a.d.f in the upper
reaches. This was for rivers with gradients of 1:90 to 1:300 in upper reaches and 1:400 to 1:700 in
middle to lower reaches. Rivers outside this range may require differing amounts of flow which he
stated could be estimated from observation. However, spring fish (February - April) or the larger
salmon that run in the early part of the year required more water than summer run fish at 50 - 70%
of a.d.f This was attributed to the effect of the lower temperatures on fish activity.

Rather than expressing flows as percentages of average daily flows, Stewart (1969, 1973 and 1975)
expressed flows as a function of unit width. Cragg-Hine (1985) found that migration was initiated
at a similar flow per unit width in different rivers. If such relationships hold for several rivers it
might be possible to develop general rules for the flows required for migration that could be
transferred to rivers where no actual measures have been made. These would be simple to
understand, easily tested with current data and thus defensible as well as being relatively cheap to
apply.

2.1.4 Methods for setting flows for salmon migration

The behavioural responses of salmon to different flows have, in the past, been used for setting,
minimum flow rates in different rivers. Often these were set in terms of an absolute discharge rate
at which salmon migration would commence (Fraser, 1975). An example of this is Baxter (1961)
who estimated that salmon would ascend most rivers in flows varying from 30-50% of a.d.f in the
lower to middle reaches of rivers and at 70% in the upper reaches. Stewart (1969, 1973, 1975)
stated that salmon would not migrate below flows of 0.03 m3 s"' per m width of river.

Lawson el al., (1991) describe how a programme of monitoring movements of salmon with traps
and telemetry in respect to flows helped to refine operating rules for abstraction on the River
Tamar. This resulted in 'spate-sparing' rules where small summer spates were allowed without
abstraction and this protection flowed for five days after the spate to allow fish to use the falling
water.

These methods identify and protect a range of flows that are associated with the majority of salmon
migration activity and these have been termed the 'gateway' flows (Millichamp, 1976). Cragg-
Hine (1989a) describes a system on the River Lune where flows below a certain level are left
unabstracted and some small summer spates are left unabstracted for a 36 hour period.

However, because flows associated with salmon entry vary both seasonally and annually minimum
flow requirements for salmon have been difficult to quantify (Alabaster, 1970; Hellawell, 1976)
The relationship between flow rate and salmon entry varied between years depending on prevailing
flow conditions (Smith, 1991). On the Aberdeenshire Dee during a low flow year in 1989 the
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flows used for entry to the liver were much lower than for previous years Similarobservations
were made by Sambrook and Broad (1989) on the River Tamar where salmon were observed to
enter the riverat low flows. Thus the predictivepower of any analysisbased on absolutevalues of
dischargeand migrationrates or catches will be weak (Smith, 1991),as will the predictivepower of
the effectsof abstractionon salmonmigration.

This view has been expressedpreviouslyby Dunldey and Shearer (1982) who found that movement
into the river occurred in the reducing flow period after an increase that was associated with a
decrease in flow from a flow peak. They concluded that modelswhich relate river entry by salmon
to absolutedischargerates on their own are unlikelyto be reliable.

Although Frake and Solomon (1990) suggest that a minimumflow can be identifiedbelow which
salmon show a marked tendency not to migrate These apparent differencesbetween studiesmay
be related to river type with minimumflows being more readily identifiablewhere there is stable
flow, such as in chalkstreams,than in more variablespate rivers.

Despite this obvious difficultyin identifying'gateway' flows Cragg-Hine (1989b) concluded that
the 'gateway' concept remainsthe most useful method for dealingwith abstractionproblems.

Responses of salmonid migration to discharge variation have been modelled by Radford et al.,
(1972), using discharge as the predictor and using availabilityof fish from records of their
movement in rivers (Peters et al., 1973). Radford et at, (1972) found that statisticalanalysisof
flow rates and the numbers of salmon migrating over a weir resulted in varying correlation
coefficients between months and over complete years there was no significant relationship,
although some degree of associationwas observed.

Inclusionof other variablesresultedin similarresults. Some months revealedsignificantcorrelation
between numbers of salmonand a variety of factors such as flow but other months did not. This
results from varying availabilityof fish to migrate and varying responses of these fish to flow. A
model was then developedto analysethe basic data on the movements of fish, river flows and the
seasonal arrival of fish to the estuary. To estimate the number of salmon in the estuary and
therefore the number available for migration the monthly average of the daily rate of salmon
migration past the weir for the three year period 1964-1966 was calculated and expressed as a
proportion of the annualaveragerun. From this the mean dailyvalue for each month was assumed
to be the actual value at the middle of the month. Rates of influxwere thus obtained for twelve
dates during the year and rates for all other days were calculatedby linear interpolationbetween
these points.

The model assumed that the effects of netting and angling broadly followed the same seasonal
curve. However it was discovered later that the effects of fishinghad a profound effect on the
availabilityof fish, and the estimation of the number of fish available for migration had to be
adjustedto take account of this. Using this data it was possibleto identifythe lowest flow at which
a high rate of migration occurred and a flow below which large accumulationsof salmondid not
move. However on testing the model it was found that salmon were observed to migrate in
significantnumbers at flows whichwere half the predicted minimumflow for migration. This was
partly attributedto flow acclimatisationby the salmonand its effectson migration.

There were considerabledifferencesin the predicted migration rates and observed migrationrates
on all the rivers that the modelwas tested on, which were the Leven, Coquet and Lune. This was
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thought probably due to acclimatisation of the fish to previous flows, and the differing physiological
conditions in the fish.

Peters c/at., (1973) found that their model of salmonid migration in the River's Coquet and Lune
suggested that salmon did not move into freshwater from the estuary below flows which
approximated 10% of average daily flows, but that in the river Leven this value fell to 4%. This
difference between rivers was thought to be due to the regulating influence of Lake Windermere
and fish were moving in response to rainfall itself which then had less effect on the river level
because of the storage capacity of Lake Winderrnere.

Milner (1989) has stated that effective schemes for protecting flows for migratory fish will include:

prescribed minimum flows,
identification of migration bands making allowance for seasonal requirements,
protection of summer spates with prescription for intensity and duration,
use of tops of spates for storage of water,
protection of spawning flows to maximise use of headwater streams and
consideration of other ecological impacts.

Further Milner (1989) went on to say that in many rivers a variable proportion of salmon stray in
from neighbouring catchments and the behaviour of these fish in response to flow may be
significantly different to those entering for spawning and this may affect the performance of rod
fisheries in response to flow changes.

2.1.5 Salmon migration patterns

In any consideration of the impacts of flow on salmon migration it is important to consider the
seasonal, physiological and behavioural aspects of salmon migration during their life history.

Hellawell et al. (1974) and Hellawell (1976) emphasised the importance of the seasonal
pattern of migration. He found from three years of salmon migration over a counter on the River
Frome a chalk stream that the most important factor driving migration rates was the numbers of
salmon available in the estuary and that this was a seasonal factor. The secondary importance of
discharge is confirmed by seasonal movement of fish over fish passes (Gardner, 1976) and during
constant or regulated flows (Pyefinch and Mills, 1963; Mills, 1968).

Thus the timing of entry to the river shows seasonal differences and although salmon can enter
freshwater throughout the year, the seasonal differences are usually associated with the arrival of
migrating salmon at the coast. Most rivers have summer and autumn runs, comprising 2 and 1 sea-
winter fish and some rivers also have a significant spring run comprising 3 and older sea-winter fish
(Saunders, 1967; Milner , 1989). Variations in flow may act to alter these seasonal patterns by
restricting movement in to freshwater from the estuary.
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Patterns of migration occasionally vary between rivers, this is manifested as different behavioural
strategies which optimise energy expenditure, but evidence from radio tracking studies (e.g. Clarke
and Purvis, 1989; Webb, 1989) suggest a recurrent pattern with the division of upstream migration
into three distinct phases (Milner, 1989). These being:

rapid river entry,
quiescent phase,
spawning run.

Post spawning there is a fourth downstream migration phase for kelts. Each of these phases needs
to be considered in water resource issues.

Once salmon enter the river from the estuary they typically move rapidly upstream at a rate of up to
30 km per day on the River Dee (Hawkins et at , 1989). This is followed by a period of
discontinuous movement with fish primarily moving at night. Those entering the large rivers earlier
tend to migrate further upstream on the first phase compared with the later running fish which
remain in the lower reaches where they spawn. On smaller rivers the majority of fish held up within
the lower reaches (e.g. Frake and Solomon, 1989).

After this initial migration stage the fish can remain in the same location for several months apart
from a varying proportion, usually small, which make slower discontinuous progress upstream
usually associated with increases in discharge (Milner, 1989). Hawkins and Smith (1986) showed
with radio-tracking that salmon may spend many months of the year at holding positions within the
main branch of the River Dee.

However later in the year in autumn fish start to respond to increases in flow more readily and the
discontinuous movement rate increases (Milner, 1989). Fish entering the river in autumn are not so
dependent on increases in flow, suggesting that as spawning time approaches the physiological
drive to migrate upstream begins to override the environmental cues.

As autumn progresses movement to spawning areas is rapid although entry into spawning
tributaries is dependent on discharge level. Webb and Hawkins (1989) found that the use of small
headwaters is very dependent on discharge. The determination of whether individual fish would
enter a tributary was dependent on a threshold discharge, but above this experience of previous
floods was also important; those fish that experienced fewer floods would enter tributaries with
lower discharges.

Once spawning is completed salmon have been observed migrating downstream from the spawning
grounds (Laughton, 1991). Webb and Hawkins (1989) found that females migrated downstream
from the spawning grounds sooner after spawning than males.

2.1.6 Influence of flow on salmon migration behaviour

Once salmon arrive at the coast their behaviour in their natal river estuaries will probably be
dependent on the shape, size and flow dynamics of the estuary itself (Allan, 1966).

Hayes (1953) suggested that strong onshore winds induced fish to concentrate in the estuary.
Stasko (1975) tagged salmon in the Miramichi River and found that they moved up the estuary
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with the incoming tide and back down again on the ebb tide, although there were some
variations in behaviour with some fish holding station in parts of the estuary. This behaviour
was also observed by Brawn (1982) in the estuary of the East River, Nova Scotia and Jackson
and Howie (1967) in the River Erne, Ireland. However, Potter (1988) found that fish spent
large amounts of time outside the estuary in the sea. This suggests that the behaviour and
response of salmon to freshwater flow will in part be dependent on the estuarine
characteristics.

This is borne out by the variation in time that fish take to enter freshwater once they arrive in
the estuaries. Brawn (1982) found that salmon remained in suspended migration in the estuary
for between 7 and 108 days. Potter (1988) quoted figures of between 9 hours and 130 days
on the River Fowey, whereas Webb (1989) following 22 tagged fish in the River Tay found
that they all moved from the estuary into the main river within 24 hours of tagging at a variety
of flows. Smith (1991) found that the elapsed time between tagging salmon and river entry on the
River Dee was greater during periods when flows were lower than mean monthly flows in all
periods between February and August.

Movement into freshwater coincided with increased river discharge at night, although on
heavy floods it also occurred during the day. Welton et al., (1990) found movement of fish
during the day was restricted to spate conditions. However, Potter (1988) thought that some
freshets and floods were missed by the salmon because they were too far down the estuary or
out to sea to detect them.

However, size of flood is important and large floods can have negative effects. Menzies (1916)
found strong floods moved salmon out of rivers and back out to sea and Huntsman ( 1948) found
that salmon did not migrate upstream on the strongest floods suggesting that very high flows can
result in a net downstream movement.

Milner (1989) concludes that the patterns of movement within the tidal limits seems to be
unaffected by freshwater flow but is more dependent on the flood and ebb tides. The time
spent in the estuary is variable between rivers and that the differences are the result of differing
physical structure, dimensions and hydrography of the estuaries.

Day (1887) made early references to spawning migrations of salmon being associated with
increased water flows. However there are many factors associated with increases in water flows
such as water and air temperature, turbidity, atmospheric pressure, cloud cover, pH, and variations
in concentrations of many ions. Banks (1969) states that presently we are only able to say that flow
is an important determinant of migration, but behavioural response to flow could be modified by
any of these other factors and that this modification could differ between river, season and species.

Indeed Brayshaw (1967) considered that the stimulus to start migration in the River Avon may
have been some change in the quality of water associated with increased discharge rather than the
discharge increase itself

Alabaster (1970) analysed the monthly catches of salmon at a trap on the River Coquet. He
thought that since no particular flow seemed to be equally associated with salmon movement it was
possible that some other factor associated with higher than average flows stimulated migration. For
example, short term changes in flow together with changes in concentrations of dissolved substance
or suspended solids.
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If there are cues, other than flows, involved in the initiation of migration then compensation flows
or reservoir releases may need to be supplemented with water from natural spates to have the
desired effects (Milner, 1989).

Smith, Smith and Armstrong (1994) radio tagged 109 salmon in the estuary of the Aberdeenshire
Dee and recorded the times that fish entered the river. They found that the time taken between
tagging and entering the river in all months was longer in periods when flow was lower than
average.

It is thought that river entry from the estuary by salmon may be inhibited at low flows for several
reasons and this may be adaptive to increase survival. At low flows subsequent upstream progress
is likely to be impeded by shallow depths particularly at natural barriers (Stuart, 1962; Winstone,
Gee and Varallo, 1985). Stuart (1962) observed that the passage of large salmon over falls only
occurred at higher discharges. Salmon may also be vulnerable to predation in shallow or clear
water (Smith, Smith and Armstrong, 1994), crowding may increase the potential for disease
transmission and there may be extremes of water temperature (Roberts, 1978; Bjorrm and Reiser,
1991) and reduced oxygen concentrations (Ellis, Roberts and Tytler, 1978; Shepherd, 1978). It is
possible that the behaviour, and thus their response to flow changes, of stocks of homing salmon
will be adapted to local flow regimes (e.g. Davidson, Vaughan and Hutchinson, 1943).

Once in the estuary salmon have been observed utilising a variety of flows for migrating into
freshwater (Allan, 1966) and on the River Axe migration occurs at low flows, and in dry years
they utilise lower flows than in wet years.

In general, in studies of the impacts of river flow on salmon migration, studies have concluded that
high flow facilitates river entry, whereas low flows are associated with delayed river entry
(Huntsman, 1948; Hayes, 1953: Brayshaw, 1967; Alabaster, 1970; Potter, 1988; Clarke, Purvis and
Mee, 1991)

However, that is not always the case since Hellawell (1973) and Hellawell et al., (1974) found that
salmon in the River Frome, a chalk stream, appeared to migrate on flows lower than the flows that
were generally available and this was thought to be due to the steady nature of River Frome flows
in comparison to other rivers with more variable flows. However he did suggest that in drought
years the behaviour of salmon in the River Frome may approach the behaviour of salmon in other
rivers with variable flows.

Huntsman (1948) emphasises the importance of freshets for moving salmon from the estuary into
the river. Baxter (1961) says to induce migration of fish into a stream with only residual flow there
is a necessity to provide flows in the form of freshets and many authors report the use of these in
initiating migration from the estuary. However, freshets require consideration of

their timing
the amounts of water to be released
the frequency of their release and
their duration.

Baxter (1961) says that the amounts of water required for a freshet will vary with the size of the
stream because of the relationship between a d £ and stream width.
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Calderwood (1908) describes the use of an artificialfreshet to bring salmon into the Grimersta
River in Lewis. Salmonhad congregated in the estuary during a dry period. Then a loch dam was
broken and large numbersof salmon entered the river. In the subsequent week 400 salmon were
capturedby three rods. With the arrivalof rains the fishmoved further up river.

Huntsman(1948) used artificialfreshets to bringfish into the river using a lake 8 milesupstream of
the head of tide. Fishmoved through a lower counting fencewith the first freshet and the number
that moved through the higherfence increasedin the later sequence of freshets. No times are given
for the duration of the freshetsor their sizewhich was dependent on the amount of water stored in
the lake.

Hayes (1953) and Harriman (1961) have documented the effects of artificial freshets on the
upstream movement of salmon. Harriman (1961) concluded from a comparison of the
hydrographsand the dailyrod catches over a 15 year period that freshets before 15 May did not
start an early run of salmon but after that freshets would. During June a freshet would start the
mainrun and an increaseeveryfew days willprolong it.

Hayes (1953) working on the Le Have River, Nova Scotia found that under 'naturalconditions the
riverfell to 50 IV seC' but found that 200 ft3seC1was needed to maintain a good run of fish. His
generalaimwas to keep the river running at 400 ft3sec-1for as long as possibleand add freshets up
to 1600ft3seCIat intervals. After three years the author concluded that:

large or smallfreshets are capableof movingfish,
major runs can occur without the need for natural or artificial freshets and can be
maintainedby a steady flow of water during the run season,
artificialfreshets moved fish into the river from the head of the tide but were not
sufficientto bringfishinto the estuary,
the reverse of a freshet which was to reduce the water and then increase it again could
act likea freshet in bringingfishinto the riverand
some freshets had no effect and it was concluded that there had to be a supply of
salmonin the estuary if freshetswere to work

Hayes(1953) proposed a plan for water control based on his observationswhich included:

maintainingflow at 400 ft3sec-1for as long as possible, allowingnatural freshets to take
their course,
not wastingwater on large numbersof freshets,
timingpositivefreshets to reach the head of tide at dusk during periods of spring tides
and onshorewinds and
using inversefreshetswhen water resources are very low.

The occasionalfailureof freshets to bring salmoninto the river has been confirmedby Mills (1968)
who found that artificialfreshets over a limitedrange of flows had little effect on the number of
salmoncominginto the river.

Baxter (1961) has addressedthe issuesof how much, how often and for howlong. He says that the
amounts of water required for a freshet will vary with the size of the stream because of the
relationshipbetween a.d.f and stream width. However, his estimation was that salmon would
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ascend most rivers in flows varying from 30-50% of a.d.f in the lower and middle reaches of rivers
and at 70% of a.d.f in the upper reaches. This was for rivers with gradients of 1:90 to 1:300 in
upper reaches and 1-400 to 1:700 in middle to lower reaches Rivers outside this range may require
differing amounts of flow which can be estimated from observation.

However, spring fish (February - April) or the larger salmon that run in the early part of the year
require more water than summer run fish and it is estimated they need 50 - 70% of a.d.f (Baxter,
1961). This was attributed to the effect of the lower temperatures on fish activity. Sedgewick
(1962) has said that naturally high flows were the norm at this time of year and so artificial freshets
may not be needed but where rivers are heavily abstracted such flows may not be available early in
the season and the early fish may be lost.

The frequency of the freshets will depend on the positioning of tributaries, the distance between the
source of the freshet and the estuary and the location of the spawning grounds (Baxter, 1961).
Where the residual flow is not supplemented by natural flow from tributaries it may be necessary to
have frequent freshets to bring salmon into the river at regular intervals, or where the residual flow
only affects spawning grounds they may only be needed later in the year to bring spawning salmon
into the tributary.

The duration of freshets need not be more than 18 hours, 12 of which should be at the full rate
However it is advised that in order to maximise the attractive effects of freshets they should reach
the mouth of the river at about half to fUllflood tide (Baxter, 1961)

Under natural conditions a number of authors have tried to measure the flows that salmon use
for migration. For example on the River Avon Brayshaw (1967) observed peaks of migrating
salmon appeared to occur at 75 - 100% of a.d.f He thought that the establishment of a relationship
between the extent and duration of a spate and the distance migrated by the salmon would be an
important part of any river management.

Allan (1966) described the salmon counts at a counting fence on the River Axe and the frequency
of counts at various flows. Most salmon ascended through the trap at flows between 28 and 243
ft' sec-'. Banks (1969) used Allan's data to calculate a figure for the number of salmon per flow
day and found that the peak of this value occurred at between 147 and 267 113sec4. This equates
to the preferred levels of flow for migration.

Stewart (1966, 1968 a,b,c,d,e,f, 1969) describes results for the River's Lune and Leven where fish
moving upstream are automatically recorded together with fish size and a whole variety of other
environmental factors. Stewart (1968 a, b) found on the river Lune that 80% of all salmon move
upstream on flows equivalent to 190% of a.d.f or 460 fe see. A peak of movement occurs at 400
fe see (equivalent to 167% of a.d.f) and a lesser peak occurs at 175 ft3 secl (equivalent to 73%
of a.d.f). These peaks correspond to movements of spring and summer fish. On the River Leven
the peak of salmon migration occurred at a flow equivalent to 86% of a.d.f However comparisons
between the two rivers were difficult because the counter was 26 miles up river on the Lune and at
the head of the tide on the Leven which was also partly regulated by Lake Windermere.

Swain and Champion (1968) found on the River Axe that appreciable numbers of salmon utilised
flows less than 65% of a.d.f for migration but this occurred at night. If fish were available in the
estuary then an increase in flow after rain initiated a substantial migration. Higher flows are
necessary to initiate migration in the spring than in the summer when low .or medium flows are
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used. Once migration has commenced in response to an increase in flow the numbers of fish
passing a fixed point tends to remain constant for up to two days regardless of subsequent changes
in flow and then ceasesbefore the river returns to its previous level.

Cragg-Hine (1985) observed that over several years, during the summer months, fish tended to
utilise the higher flows but the migration flow range varied from year to year depending on
prevailing flow conditions. He points out that a basic problem with observing salmon over a
counter is that there is no information on the numbers of salmon available. Studies of fish counts
over a counter on the River Lune between 1974 and 1979 showed very great variation in the flow
utilised for migration from year to year depending on the flows that were available. In general fish
utilised flows that were slightly higher than those available but in 1979 when the water level was
consistently higher the mean migration flow was less than the mean available flow. The summer
migration flow range was approximately 10 - 82% of a.d.f. for that river. By dividing the number
of fish moving at a particular water level by the number of days that water level existed it was
possible to determine the flow at which fish preferred to migrate.

This observation of fluctuating relationships between flow and salmon movement between years
was noted by Smith (1991) who stated that it would alter depending on prevailing flow conditions.
On the Aberdeenshire Dee during a low flow year in 1989 the flows used for entry to the river were
much lower than in previous years. A similar observation was made by Sambrook and Broad
(1989) on the River Tamar where salmon were observed to enter the river at low-flows.

In relation to available flows entry into the river was not dependent on flow higher than the long
term mean in April/May but was in June/July and August. During periods of lower than average
seasonal flow, river entry was closely associated with days when flow had increased since the
previous day, but during periods of higher than average flow river entry was not associated with
such periods of increased flow. Thus the predictive power of any analysis based on absolute values
of discharge and migration rates or catches will be weak (Smith, 1991), as will the predictive power
of the effects of abstraction on salmon migration.

Webb (1992) states that the behaviour of salmon in relation to environmental factors such as flow
will be dependent on the date they enter the river and the position in the river system in which they
eventually spawn.

Thus movement into freshwater is dependent on river flow but in most rivers it has not been
possible to identify a threshold level which can be applied from year to year. At times of low flow
fish accumulate in estuaries. It is not known how acclimatisation to river flows and the length of
time spent in the estuary effects the subsequent migration into fresh water (Milner, 1989).

Migration in respect to stages of flow increase is important for management of flows. The
problem with fixed location counters is that it is not possible to know at what flow the salmon
was motivated to move

Allan (1966) observed that during flood events some fish ran on rising water levels but more on
falling water levels. However because of the static nature of the trap he was not certain what part
of the flood initiated movement of the salmon, because there was a time delay between the onset of
the flood and the salmon reaching the trap. On some flood events no fish ran and it was thought
this was because no fish were available in the estuary.
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SimilarlyHuntsman (1948) found that although the rising portion of the freshet stimulatedsome
salmon to migrate the majority of the salmon moved on the falling part of the freshet. Other
authors record movements on fallingwater levels and on the peak of an increase in water levels
(Huntsman, 1939,Hayes, 1953, Stewart 1968f,Dunkleyand Shearer, 1982).

Trepanieret al., (1996) correlated the numberof migrantswith changesin flowfrom one day to the
next and found that there was a negativecorrelation suggesting that most fish migrated on falling
water levelsnot risingones. This was with landlockedsalmonwhich only migratedon a spawning
run equivalentto the third migratorystage of sea run salmon.

This phenomenon(of lag between initiationof movement and counts) further confoundsthe ability
to predict the impact of flow on migration because freshets that instigatemigrations consist of a
wide range of flow rates and since fish move on the fallingpart of the hydrograph the counts of
salmon at various flows will often include flows which are quite low (Banks, 1969). It may be
more valuableto relate the peak value of the flood and the duration of the fallingwater stage with
the numbersof salmonthat migratein the followingdays.

Once in the river progress upstream can be rapid. Hawkins and Smith (1986) measured rate of
progress upstreamas between 2 and 22 km day-I,althoughthere was insufficientdata to relate rate
of progress or swimmingspeeds to water flow.

During the quiescent phase (Milner, 1989) most fish remain static and do not respond to
spates. Clarke and Purvis (1990) found that, following this phase, movement of fish over
distances greater then 2 km were associated with increases in flow. Similarly,Laughton (1991)
analysedmovementsof 69 salmon and grilse in the River Spey with respect to mean dailyflows,
and found that followingthe quiescentphase the stimulusrequired to move salmonwas increased
flow.

Discontinuous movements during this phase are likely to be more independent of spates in
larger rivers (Milner, 1989). Once autumn starts these discontinuous movements seem to
increase in rate (Milner, 1989). Fish entering the river later in the season appear less
dependent on increases in flow.

Nearer the spawning grounds movement appears to be very dependent on flow rate with entry
of tributaries associated with higher flows (Webb, 1992). Laughton (1989) tagged 24 salmonat
the bottom of the River Spey and found that movementwas often associatedwith increasesin river
dischargeand this was most noticeablein the vicinityof tributaries. Movementduringthe day was
restricted to spate conditions

Webb and Hawkins (1989) trapped fish at the lower part of a tributary of the AberdeenshireDee
during October and November for a study of salmon spawning in one tributary. They found that
most fishenteringthe tributary coincidedwith the occurrence of spates. Burn entrywas extremely
dependent on these. However a relationshipbetween river flows and salmonentry did not suggest
any minimumflow requirement or thresholdlevel of flow. They postulated that entry may depend
on the pattern of flow during the summer and the acclimation of the fish to earlier rates of
discharge. Thus after periods of low flow the increase in flow required to initiatemovementmay
be smaller than in high flow years. However this behaviour is probably mediated by the
reproductive state of the fish since entry to the spawning tributaries usuallyoccurred in October
and November despite there being floods in September. Despite the above statement a minimum
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flow of 0.1m3 sec'' was thought necessary to stimulate entry to this burn, since only one fish
entered it at a flow below this level.

The sizeof floods after spawningmayinfluencesurvivalof kelts, Huntsman (1945) found that large
floodsmoved kelts fiirtherout to sea.

There are potentiallysome important indirect considerationsof the flow requirements for fish as
changesin flow rate willundoubtedlyimpact on the concentrationof oxygen and toxic pollutants as
wellas havingan indirecteffect on temperature.

Alabaster (1990) has suggested that temperature plays an important part in determining the
tendency of salmon to migrate. On the River Dee the numbers of salmon migrating reduced
considerablyas mean weekly maximumtemperatures reached 21.5°C. Similarlythe numbers of
grilse migrating in the Miramichi River declined at high temperatures (Alabaster et al., 1971).
Inhibitionof migrationis also thought to occur at temperatures lower then 5°C(Milner, 1989).

Jensen,Heggberget and Johnsen (1986) tried to correlate a variety of physicaland environmental
variableswith the numbers of salmon passing through a fish pass between June and September.

Theyfound that in addition to flow, temperature showed a significantrelationshipwith the number
of migrants

2.1.7 Impacts of annual variations in flow on numbers of salmon migrating

As well as the behavioural responses to flow variation some authors have reported changes in
the number of migrants with changes in flow.

Huntsman(1948) found that when artificialfreshets were used on the Moser River, Nova Scotia
more than twice the number of salmon entered the river then in the previous three years. They
suggested that this resulted in salmon from neighbouring rivers coming up the Moser River in
response to the freshets. All smolts in this river had been marked as they left the river and the
artificialfreshets appeared to result in 25 - 50% of grilse being unmarked or thought to be from
foreign river systems. They also reported many more large salmon entering the river than usual
althoughthey don't comment on whether these are from other catchments or not.

Saunders(1960) attributed the total numberof salmonascendingthe EllerslieBrook a small stream
on PrinceEdward Islandto annualvariationsin discharge.

Alabaster(1970) found a direct linear relationshipbetween the total numbers of salmon migrating
up the Coquet Riverand the mean average dailyflow for the river, both for salmon and sea trout
The relationshipwas much steeper for salmon. This impliesthat there is a surplus of salmon in the
estuarywhich does not enter the river in years of low flow and are therefore subsequently lost to
the system. When this was broken down into individualmonths it was shown that months with
highcatches often came after months with low catches implyingthat fish are held up in periods of
lowflow.

Thisstrayingof salmonbetween catchmentshas been corroborated by studieswith radio tags. For
exampleSolomon(1988) tagged 261 salmon captured near the mouth of the Avon. If the salmon
are destined to move up the Avon they usuallyenter freshwater within 12 - 36 h. About 10% of
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the fish are not detected in the River Avon and whilst some of this may be due to tag loss, some
others were subsequentlydetected in other neighbouringcatchments.

The proportion of straying fish probably varies between rivers systems, but this behaviour is
important because their number could have a significantimpact on the fish availableto the angler
(Milner,1989).

2.1.8 Other salmonids

Banks (1969) says there is very little data on the migratory responses of sea trout to flow. Allan
(1966) found they tended to move through the trap at low flows more readilythan salmonbut in
general behaved very much like salmon. Baxter (1961) thought that flows for salmon would be
sufficientfor sea trout migration,but says sea trout enter the river at lower flows than salmon and
probablyonlyrequire 20 - 25% a.d.f in large riversand 25 - 30% a.d.f. in smallrivers.

Migrations of adult brown trout from Loch Leven into the spawning streams were always
associated with increases in water levels (Munro and Balmain, 1956). Adult brown trout on
spawningruns were found to respond to freshets in much the same way as salmon(Arnekleivand
Kraabol, 1996).

2.1.9 Eels

Martin (1995) found that early elver (Anguilla rostrata) migrationinto the river was increased by
reduced flows,but later in the year tidal stage was more important.

Gandolfiet al., (1984) found that under low flow conditionselver (Anguilla anguilla) migration
into the river seemed inhibitedand a positive relationshipwas found between number of elvers
captured and river flow. However, the changes in flow over the study period was rather uniform
and small, and therefore it was not possible to determine whether flow had any.influence on

_migrationor whether therewas some other direct influence.

2.1.10 Coarse fish

This group of fish contains a large number of species. Whilst there are reports of seasonal
migration patterns in many of these species (e.g. whole coarse fish communitiesLinfield, 1985;
barbel Barbus barbus, Baras, 1995; Lucas and Batley, 1996; Lucas and Frear, 1997; dace
Leuciscus leuciscusClough and Beaumont,pers. comm.), there is no publishedinformationon the
responsesof migrationto flow for individualspecies.
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3. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RIVER FLOW AND
SPAWNING AND STOCK LEVELS

3.1 Introduction

Flow regulates the amount of spawning area in a stream by affecting the velocity and depth, the
area of river bed covered and the type of substratum available. It also regulates the amount of
space and habitat quality available to juveniles and parr and plays some part in the migration of
smolts.

3.2 Salmonidspawning

Substratum composition, cover, water quality as well as water quantity are important habitat
elements for successful salmonid spawning. The amount of area available for spawning varies with
the size of the stream or amount of water flowing in it Bjornn and Reiser (1991). Boehne and
House (1983) found that first order streams were not used by salmonids for spawning, second
order streams were used by non-anadromous ones. Third order streams contained a few
anadromous fish, but they mostly spawned in the fourth and fifth order ones.

There are a wealth of studies which have characterised the habitat requirements of salmon and
brown trout for spawning in terms of substratum size, velocity, depth and cover (reviewed by Mann
and Winfield, 1992). However, in the published literature, the quantity and quality of these locally
measured variables are not routinely compared to levels of flow in the river. Indeed the-
relationships between flow and the distribution of these habitat variables locally will be dependent
on the characteristics of the channel, that is, its shape, gradient, width, geology etc.

Survival from egg to alevin stage seems to be very dependent on the accumulation of fine materials
in the redd (e.g. Lisle and Lewis, 1992) and although flow may have some influence in maintaining
the quality of redds through its effects on velocities, the process of entombment of embryos may
not necessarily be related to surface water velocities (Ottaway and Forest, 1983).

Baxter (1961) has attempted to make some general rules about the amount of flow required for
spawning. He considered that smaller rivers would require a larger proportion of a.d.f than the
larger ones. He suggests that from observations in the River Tweed where width varies from 15 -
70 ft about 25 - 30% a.d.f. may be required and in the lower reaches between 121/2- 20% a.d.f
For the survival of the ova he recommends between 10 - 17% ad.f. , although in the middle to
lower reaches 10 - 121/2%would normally provide enough..

3.3 Post-emergentfry

As with spawning there is little published information on the effects of flow on post-emergent fry.
However, velocities will obviously be mediated by flows. Young salmonids pass through a short
stage at emergence (just before the swim up stage) when they are very vulnerable to high flows
(Heggenes and Traaen, 1988), particularly to rapid increases in flow. Salmon, however, showed a
negative relationship between velocity and movement which is the converse of trout (Elliott, 1987).
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3.4 Parr and non-anadromousadults

As with spawning habitat there is a wealth of literature on the habitat requirements for resident
salmonid populations (reviewed by Mann and Winfield, 1992). The important habitat features
which are usually listed as depth, velocity, substratum and cover are all effected by the flow rate in
the river. Thompson (1972) developed a procedure for estimating minimum flows on the basis of
minimum depths and maximum velocities and measurements in critical reaches and similar methods
are described by Fraser (1975). With the advent of models that predict the frequency and
distribution of these local habitat features a great many papers have begun to relate stock levels to
local habitat availability and not flow itself

However, there have been some studies on the impacts of flow regulation, patterns or variability on
the stock levels in some rivers.

In common with other life stages Baxter (1961) gives a minimum flow rate for the maintenance of
aquatic river life including salmon parr. He estimates it to be 1/8 a.d.f , but states that long periods
at this level will need to be broken with the use of freshets.

Cowx, Young and Hellawell (1984) found that a drought resulted in the total elimination of one
year-class of salmon parr and thought it was probably due to prolonged high water temperatures.
Cowx and Gould (1989) found that the sudden release of water from Llyn Clywedog caused
repeated displacement of salmon and trout and a reduction in the population, to the point that
salmon were completely eliminated. Conversely, Heggenes (1988) thought that large substrate size
played a part in brown trout holding station during hydropeaking.

An experimental approach to studying the reductions in flow in artificial channels resulted in some
movement of salmon parr out of shallow water into deep water at very low flows (Debowski and
Beall, 1995).

Solomon and Paterson (1980) found a clear relationship between the number of surviving 0+
brown trout and mean April flow in a chalk stream. White (1975) observed increased trout
recruitment in response to increases in flow the previous winter.

Crisp, Mann and Cubby (1983) found flow regulation improved conditions for brown trout below a
reservoir by stabilising the flows, whereas Cowx and Gould (1989) found that the sudden release of
water from Llyn Clywedog caused repeated displacement of salmon and trout and a reduction in
the population

Reductions in flows below dams in the French Pyrenees resulted in reductions in brown trout
densities and biomass, because of a reduction in habitat (Baran el al., 1995). Conversely, Harris
and Hubert (1991) found no significant increase in catchable brown trout after the minimum flow
was increased in Douglas Creek, Wyoming, although this appears to disagree with Wolfe el al.,
(1990) who did find some increase in brown trout standing stock.
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3.5 SmoIts

Smolt migration occurs in the spring, the exact timing depending on the geographic area. It's
seasonaloccurrence is further influencedby a variety of factors includingdischarge (Berry, 1932;
1933;White and Huntsman, 1938; Solomon, 1978a and b; Rottiers and Redell, 1993;Hvidsten n
al., 1995)or rainfalland thus probablydischarge(Allen, 1938).

3.6 Coarse fish

As previously stated this group of fish consists of a large number of species all of which will
responddifferentlyto flow rates. There is very littlepublishedinformationrelatingstocks of coarse
fishto flows,primarilybecause coarse fishabundanceis technicallydifficultto estimate.

Clark (1992) found that graylingrecruitmentwas negativelycorrelated to flow during the first few
weeks of lifeand this was thought to be due to downstream displacementand destruction of eggs
and young fish. Similarly,Harvey (1987) has found that cyprinid fiy less than 10 cm in length are
exceptionallysusceptible to downstream displacement during severe floods. Linfield (1985)
revieweddata from a stock assessmentprogramme in East Anglia and concluded that downstream
displacementof cyprinidswas negativelysizerelated and thus very pronounced in the first year.

Where abundance is estimated relativelybetween year-classes a recurrent pattern occurs where
individualpopulationsare dominatedby fishof one age. In other words that there is great variation
in year class strength (e.g. Mann, 1979;Linfield,1981;Goldspink, 1983). Mills and Mann (1985)
have attributed a large portion of this phenomenon in flowing waters to warm years and the
increasesin growth rates associatedwith them. However, precipitation and therefore one would
suppose flow, was negatively correlated with temperature. Thus it could be that flow and its
indirecteffecton temperature could influencecoarse fishstock at least in some instances.
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4. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RIVER FLOWS AND FISH
CATCHES

4.1 Introduction

Aprahamianand Ball (1995) considered that river flow is an important factor in determining the
catchesof salmonidfish. However they felt that few studies detail the flows that are important for
anglingand the relationshipbetweenflow and catches is poorly understood. If the fisheryitselfis to
be protected then discharges that facilitate the availabilityof fish may not be sufficient. It is
necessaryto also consider the impact of flow on the performance of the fishery through catches.
Thus the environmentalconditionsnecessary to protect the performance of the fishery need to be
assessed.

Huntsman (1939, 1948) found that not surprisinglyangling on the Margaree River, Cape Breton
improveddramaticallywhen salmonwere in the river. Angling improved once a large freshet had
brought salmoninto the river and as the freshet subsidedlarge numbers of salmon were taken and
this effect gradually increased in an upstream direction. Indeed angling in this river seemed
dependent on freshets. However, on the neighbouring Cheticamp River the angling was less
dependenton freshets. This was explainedby differencesin the shape of the estuary, with a shallow
mouth in the Cheticampestuary and a deeper one in the Margaree estuary.

However, anglingalso improved once river levelswere increasedlocallywhen a freshet high up the
river improved angling locally even though there was no change to angling or discharge
downstream(Huntsman, 1939). He concluded that an increase in water level locally increased the
salmonactivityand led to increasedcatches.

Hayes (1953) released freshets to try and increase the numbers of salmon coming into the river.
During periods of high salmon counts through traps there was an improvement in the numbers of
salmoncaptured by anglers, but the freshet programme did not result in a significantimprovement
in the numbersof salmoncaptured throughout the year.

In the Narraguagus River, Maine Harriman (1961) showed that over a 15 year period the rod
catches of salmonbecame negligibleonce the river dropped below 200 fe seCi as the fish in the
riverbecameinactiveand no others migrated in.

Several authors have stated that salmon catches increasewith increasingflows. Alabaster (1970)
found that salmonare more frequentlycaptured in flows higher than the mean dailyflow during the
year in the River Coquet. Similarresults were found for the River Towy (Neville-Jones, 1968),
RiverAvon (Brayshaw, 1966)and River Usk (Millichampand Lambert, 1966).

Alabaster(1970) found that the numberof salmoncaptured increasedwith increasingflow, but that
the efficiencyof capture decreased as flow increased. It was not known whether this was due to
the developmentof poor fishing conditions in periods of high flow or whether fishing effort was
reduced. Similarly,Peterman and Steer (1981) found that the catchability coefficient for sport
angledsalmonis higherat lower levelsof stock.
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Neville-Jones (1968) found that the numbers of salmon captured in a year in the River Towy
increased linearly with the mean daily flow in the year. Huntsman (1939) found that the number of
salmon that were taken by anglers showed good correlation with the volume of water discharged.

Several authors have tried to relate catches to specific flow rates in an attempt to determine
optimum flow rates for salmon angling. For example Stewart (1968, 1969) showed that optimum
angling required 134% a.d.f and 385% a.d.f. on the River Lune, with the two peaks relating to
different migration seasons. Brayshaw (1967) showed that the best angling catches per day on the
River Avon seemed to occur at 70 - 125% of a.d.f.

Baxter (1961) states that the minimum flow conditions required for successful angling is 25% of
a.d.f for small rivers and 20% for large rivers. Maximum flow conditions suitable for angling can
approach 300% of a.d.f in some spate rivers but normally it is up to about 100% of a.d.f
Generally he thought the most suitable conditions for spring angling were from 25 - 50% of a.d.f
and for summer angling 20 - 35% of a.d.f

Millichamp and Lambert (1967) investigated the relationship between salmon catches and river
flows in an attempt to determine an optimum flow for fishing on the river Usk. They found that in
one year the rate of catch of fish was greatest at about 640 ft3 see' but developed a curve of fish
captured per flow day and the different flow rates. Although this was only developed for one year
the same relationship when applied to the flows experienced in previous years predicted with good
accuracy which years were better for salmon fishing. This demonstrated .that the durations of
particular flows were important in determining the numbers of salmon caught in a particular year.
Unfortunately this study was not adjusted for effort so it was not possible to say whether this was
the result of angler behaviour i e fishing when conditions were perceived to be good or a genuine
change in the angling quality.

This is important since Mills, Mahon and Piggins (1986) found that most of the changes in catches
could be attributed to variations in effort on a lake fishery in Ireland. Effects of environment could
mostly be attributed to variations in fishing effort attributed to these factors.

Potts and Malloch (1991) found good correlation between flow, on the day of capture as well as on
the preceding days, and the number of salmon captured by anglers on the lower fisheries of the
Aberdeenshire Dee, but this correlation broke down on the fisheries higher up the Dee. This was
attributed to the numbers of salmon entering the river increasing with increasing flows and the time
delay required for the fish to reach the individual fisheries from the estuary. This was in the months
February to August when there are nets in the estuary taking salmon. However in September when
the nets are taken off there is no such correlation and it was suggested that at low flows more
salmon stayed in the estuary and were susceptible to capture by nets therefore reducing the catch
available to the rod fishermen. But it may also be possible that salmon have stopped arriving at the
estuary by this time and so the number of fish captured is less dependent on those coming from the
estuary anyway.

Bunt (1991) reported that angling effort is greater in larger rivers. He states that river flow is a
major stimulus to migration and catches of salmon. Mean monthly flow was found to be correlated
with catches for rivers in Wales but this reflected river size. However on the River Teifi they
calculated a flow index which was the mean monthly flow as a percentage of the long term average
during the fishing season and between 1976 and 1988 they found that the number of salmon and
sea trout captured was positively related to increases in this flow index.
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Clarke, Purvis and Mee (1991) studied catches in the River Tywi during 1988 and 1989. They
stated that previous authors have studied the relationship between flow and catch and catch effort
and demonstrated an influence of flow in most cases. However it has not been possible to examine
the mechanisms behind these relationships, in particular it has not been possible to distinguish
between abundance and catchability. They tagged fish and studied their behaviour and related this
to catches and flow rates. Most rod catches were taken during the active migration phase which
lasted for 20-days. They found that flow was important in stimulating catches because both effort
and catch per effort increased during and immediately flowing freshets in late July, August and
September. Flow was also shown to be important in long term data with significant correlation
between catches and mean monthly flows in all months. This relationship held despite evidence of
long term population changes. Peaks in catch effort following freshets represented new fish
entering the river. During the drought year of 1989 the rod catch was dramatically reduced
probably because not many fish entered the river.

Gee (1980) analysed catch data from one year in 1977 from 10 private fisheries on the River Wye.
He calculated the catch per hour per flowday for 5 m3 sec.' intervals of flow. He found that median
catch-flows were generally lower further upstream, ranging from 35 m3 see in the lowest fishery to
7.4 m3 seC1 in the highest fishery equivalent to a range of 32 to 68% of a.d.f,, although this
observation was only based on one fishery high up and one low down, with the bulk of the fisheries
in the mid reaches. Interestingly, only one fishery showed a significant relationship between catch
per hour and flow. He stated that falling water level appears to be the most effective stimulant for a
salmon to take an anglers lure although temporal changes in catches may be the result of angler
behaviour.

Aprahamian and Ball (1995) attempted to examine how daily catch responds to flow using 27 years
of catch data between June and October from one fishery on the River Derwent. Catches were
standardised to reduce the bias of varying catches between years, and the data was calculated on a
monthly basis to account for varying availability and behaviour of the salmon. They identified two
levels of flow; one between 7 and 11 m3 see when salmon angling became successful; and another
for each month when the standardised catch reached a peak around 40 m3 sec"' (150 - 170 % of
a.d.f ) in most months. In October the catch of fish seemed much less dependent on flow levels and
a plateau of catches was reached once the flow reached 21 m3 see (83% of a.d.f.). Regression
equations of standardised catch on flows was used to estimate the impacts of flow changes on
catches of salmon. Thus in an average year it was predicted that in September reductions in flow
would reduce catch by 0.14 fish per m3 see' reduction. The figure at which salmon fishing became
successful was approximately 9 m3 sec-1cumecs and this was equivalent to 0.3 m3 seel per metre
width of river which agrees closely with Stewart (1969). The authors go on to discuss placing an
economic value on cumecs of flow to salmon fishermen and the fishery. This is important in getting
comparative values of water to fisheries and water users.

4.2 Brown trout

There is little information on the effect of flows on catches of brown trout. Obviously, catches can
be mediated through two mechanisms, one is the direct impact of flow on fishing conditions and the
other is the impact of flow on fish stock and thus the availability of fish. Most studies deal with the
former not the latter mechanism Alabaster (1986) and Alabaster and Reid (1988) analysed four
years of angler returns from the River Don, Scotland. They found that the efficiency of anglers
catches declined at high flows.
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4.3 Coarse fish

As previously stated coarse fish consist of a large number of ecologically different species and

therefore it should be expected that their response to and catchability at different flows will vary.

The few studies that related angler catches to flow treat coarse fish as a single species.

North', and Hickley (1977) monitored anglers catches for one season on the River Severn in

response to complaints that releases of compensation flow from the upstream reservoirs reduced

the anglers catches of coarse fish. They concluded that large scale releasesreduced angling success

in the upper and middle Severn but increased them in the Lower Severn. Small scale releases had

some deleterious effect in March and October, but not in the summer.

Further analysis of the catches above by North (1980) showed that angling success was closely

related to temperature. and the reason for the apparent impact of flow increases was its direct effect

on temperature. Flow only had a negative impact in its own right above certain critical flows.
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